Hospitality Industry
Efficient peak load optimization and
targeted energy data recording

For its catering, Thurau Nord relies on a peak load management system from Alpiq.
The recently built Thurau Nord motorway service station is
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tetter, CEO of the Thurau Group says: “A peak load optimisation system is a must for a modern catering operation.

In its restaurant, the service area offers regional and sea-
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ment system. Our turnkey solution was tailored to the
needs of the motorway service station’s catering operations. This meant taking into account all operational processes and analysing the load profile data. Thanks to the specialist installation, all heat-generating appliances such as
the pizza oven, pasta cooker, steamer, the dishwasher’s
tank heater or the heat pump can now be incrementally
controlled by the EnergyController.
Peak load optimization pays off!
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Why reduce peak loads and how?
Load peaks are short-term, high power demands in the electricity grid. Since distribution grid operators charge a
grid usage fee based on the highest power drawn, costs increase dependent on the load a consumer places on the
grid. In order to systematically reduce such load peaks and the associated costs over the long term, Alpiq offers a
peak load optimisation system. For this, we analyse the power data and determine the savings potential as well as
the appliances and processes that can be used to optimise peak loads. Once the optimal integration of the relevant appliances into the peak load optimisation system has been determined, the installation takes place. The EnergyController is connected to the main electricity meter and the appropriate control lines are routed to the appliances. The system continuously calculates the power trend over a 15-minute period and regulates the integrated
appliances as required in order to keep the load curve at a consistently low level. Charging stations for electric
cars can also be integrated. The operator can independently adjust the settings, the switching priorities and the
switching times, and make operational changes to the system. All the measures we take help to sustainably reduce costs and increase efficiency.

The service area has several food islands, which are part of the new catering concept.

Alpiq is a European energy producer based in Switzerland. Our range of products and services comprises integrated energy solutions for energy suppliers and producers as well as for industry and commerce.
We are a leading partner for digital energy solutions
with over 30 years of experience. Our tailor-made solutions strengthen your core business and support sustainable growth as part of your sustainable energy future.

Digital energy solutions
Alpiq combines many years of energy expertise with the
latest technology. Our customers benefit from innovative energy management solutions.
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